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MAINE WINS STATE AND NEW ENGLAND TITLES THIS SEASON

Graduation Will Take Nine
Men from This Year’s Team
1933 Looks Doubtful

BAD WEATHER SLOWS TENNIS TOURNAMENT

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR GYM

SOCIAL SCIENCES MEET HERE FRIDAY

FOURTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT TO DISCUSS EXAM, BANK REFORM, AND REPEAL

MAINE REVIEW WILL BE OUT AFTER XMAS

MAINE GRADUATES IN TURKEY

LOUIS J. PIKE NAMED FOOTBALL CAPTAIN

Elected by Team Mates to Honor Have Good Work in Line

JULIUS PIKE

Prep Journalists to Attend Annual Conference Here

This Week End as Guests of Kappa Gamma Phi Honor Hall To Be Speaker

High and propensy students from all New England colleges and Maine will congregate on the campus to

VARSITY AND FROSH AWARDS

Football and Cross Country Man Are Awarded for Season’s Work

At the meeting of the University of Maine football team last Saturday, inter-

BROWN AND LELAND RHODES CANDIDATES

Selected from State of Maine To Compete for New England Awards

Two University of Maine students, Arthur Albert Brown and Hollis Leland

TITLES THIS SEASON

And Their Guard. These were voted to Head Coach

WORK ON NEW GYM IS PROGRESSING RAPIDLY

The construction of the Memorial Arm-

WHAT, WHERE, WHEN

Thursday, November 17

6:30 P.M. Maine Oceating Club Meeting

12 Window

7:15 P.M. Phi Kappa Phi Initiation and

social meeting, Merrill Hall

Northen

MAINE SCIENCE ASSOC. ANNUAL MEETING

Kappa Gamma Phi Conference

7:00 P.M. Prof. Bevan speaks on

WLBZ

8:00 P.M. Holy Five Theta Stage Dance,

Alumni Hall

Saturday, November 19

Kappa Gamma Phi Conference

7:30 P.M. Main Science Assoc. Annual

Meeting

General Council Meeting

11:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 275

SOCIAL SCIENCES MEET HERE FRIDAY

The local and prominent for the State Oecialat Course, which is sponsored by the Intercollegiate Physiological Association, will be held on the campus of

MAINE WINS STATE AND NEW ENGLAND TITLES THIS SEASON
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The Maine Campus

Maine Masque Opens 26th Season with Modern Play

In Alumni Chapel Thurs.

The Maine campus opened its 26th season last Thursday evening with the premiere performance of "Politics," by Mrs. John Cochrane. This new play was produced under the direction of Mrs. C. S. Foot and was written by Miss Kay Yntema, a student in the Class of 1935.

Florida Shrewdied the Freshmen in Mid Slewing Hockey Battle

The junior girls defeated the freshmen in a hockey game played Saturday morning, November 12, by a score of 11-4. The junior team played in the rink a really fast and was more exciting than the same outcome. Those scoring the junior wins were Richardson, 3; Ham, 3; Young 2.

Juniors Swim to 60 WIN OVER SOPHOMORES

By CHERYL WASSON

The junior swim team defeated the sophomore team Saturday in the W.A.A. hockey rink prepared to the "best of seven." The junior team gained a victory for itself, and the sophomore team lost its sixth of the seven matches of the year. The junior team utilized for this game the skill of its members, who were present.

Fraternity Members are Given Talks on WLBZ

The members of the faculty of the department of Commerce and Sociology are receiving weekly radio talks on WLBZ, Bangor. Professor Arlo H. Greenard gave the first talk on November 12. The remaining speakers are: Miss Margaret D. French, University of Maine, "Case for Unemployment Insurance"; Miss Margaret H. Meader, "The Extra War Expense"; and Mr. W. A. Gilson, "Expatriates and Expenditures." December, Professor H. G. Stelle, of Mr. D. W. P. Smith, "The Extra War Expenditures." December, Professor H. G. Stelle, of the last three is to be announced.

Because of the Thanksgiving Holiday, Thursday, November 24, a meeting of the Faculty Senate for that day was called. There will be a meeting of the Faculty Senate on the following Thursday, November 30, when the new Faculty Senate will take over the duties of the old. The Faculty Senate will be composed of the faculty members of the classes of 1930, 1931, and 1932.

Two students were in the cast and played a part in the play. The junior team played in the rink a really fast and was more exciting than the same outcome. Those scoring the junior wins were Richardson, 3; Ham, 3; Young 2.
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It haunted clerks for generations

“The first of the month” used to be a time of feverish activity for ledger clerks. But the Bell System accounting staff — broke away from tradition — simplified the keeping of accounts and rendering of monthly statements to customers.

They applied a modern system of rotation filling to the big Bell System business which now spans this work evenly throughout the month. In cooperation with manufacturers, they devised special typewriters and bookkeeping machines. Thus they did away with insufficient rush and achieved greater accuracy, speed and neatness.

This is but one example of a point of view found in the Bell System. Even long accepted routines is constantly studied — it’s always worth looking for the more efficient way!

**BELL SYSTEM**

Product

NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONEx
HARRIERS FINISH EIGHTH IN ANNUAL LC.4A MEET

Ken Black Takes 12th Place Followed By Booth

Coach Jenkins' Pale Blue hill and dal-

* * * * * *

Intra-Mural Boxing Starts Next Monday

Announcement has been made for all those interested in boxing to report at the given date if it will be possible to make arrangements later by using the athletic director.

Intramural Boxing Production Announced

Professor Mark Bailey has announced the cast for the Masque play, Hedda Teshman, John Willey; Mrs. Hedda Tes-

Newsmen arrive at the given date it will be possible to make arrangements later by using the athletic director.
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